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Product type Sofas

Product family KETTAL VIEQUES

Product Reference #41520-.../41515-...

Kettal Vieques is a collection characterised by the 
combination of an aluminium frame with a new and 
revolutionary three-dimensional fabric, Nido d"Ape, with 
exceptional technical features, created especially for this 
collection and exclusively for Kettal. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Porotex Cushion



DESIGNER/

Patricia Urquiola
A Spanish architect based in Milan, she stands out for the original designs of objects and furniture that she produces for the 
best and most important international firms. The designer of some of the most emblematic pieces in the current range, she 
created the Maia collection, one of her most characteristic works, for Kettal. AD Architecture Design Award 2008. “The 
piece I identify with most is the Relax armchair. I like finding the most suitable material for each project. Working on 
technologically developed materials using craft techniques, or using an industrial process on a material from the past.”

MATERIALS/

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT

Porotex Fabric



Kettal Vieques Right corner module
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Product type Sofas

Product family KETTAL VIEQUES

Product Reference #41510-.../41515-...

Kettal Vieques is a collection characterised by the 
combination of an aluminium frame with a new and 
revolutionary three-dimensional fabric, Nido d"Ape, with 
exceptional technical features, created especially for this 
collection and exclusively for Kettal. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Porotex Cushion



DESIGNER/

Patricia Urquiola
A Spanish architect based in Milan, she stands out for the original designs of objects and furniture that she produces for the 
best and most important international firms. The designer of some of the most emblematic pieces in the current range, she 
created the Maia collection, one of her most characteristic works, for Kettal. AD Architecture Design Award 2008. “The 
piece I identify with most is the Relax armchair. I like finding the most suitable material for each project. Working on 
technologically developed materials using craft techniques, or using an industrial process on a material from the past.”

MATERIALS/

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT



Kettal Vieques Central module
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Product type Sofas

Product family KETTAL VIEQUES

Product Reference #41530-.../41535-...

Kettal Vieques is a collection characterised by the 
combination of an aluminium frame with a new and 
revolutionary three-dimensional fabric, Nido d"Ape, with 
exceptional technical features, created especially for this 
collection and exclusively for Kettal. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Porotex Cushion

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A

Porotex/

Kettalize it! N

Cushion/

Kettalize it! B

Kettalize it! C

Kettalize it! H

Kettalize it! L 
Chenilletex/Laminate

Kettalize it! N



DESIGNER/

Patricia Urquiola
A Spanish architect based in Milan, she stands out for the original designs of objects and furniture that she produces for the 
best and most important international firms. The designer of some of the most emblematic pieces in the current range, she 
created the Maia collection, one of her most characteristic works, for Kettal. AD Architecture Design Award 2008. “The 
piece I identify with most is the Relax armchair. I like finding the most suitable material for each project. Working on 
technologically developed materials using craft techniques, or using an industrial process on a material from the past.”

MATERIALS/

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT

Porotex Fabric



Kettal Vieques Corner module
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Product type Sofas

Product family KETTAL VIEQUES

Product Reference #41630-.../41635-...

Kettal Vieques is a collection characterised by the 
combination of an aluminium frame with a new and 
revolutionary three-dimensional fabric, Nido d"Ape, with 
exceptional technical features, created especially for this 
collection and exclusively for Kettal. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Porotex Cushion

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A

Porotex/

Kettalize it! N

Cushion/

Kettalize it! B

Kettalize it! C

Kettalize it! H

Kettalize it! L 
Chenilletex/Laminate

Kettalize it! N



DESIGNER/

Patricia Urquiola
A Spanish architect based in Milan, she stands out for the original designs of objects and furniture that she produces for the 
best and most important international firms. The designer of some of the most emblematic pieces in the current range, she 
created the Maia collection, one of her most characteristic works, for Kettal. AD Architecture Design Award 2008. “The 
piece I identify with most is the Relax armchair. I like finding the most suitable material for each project. Working on 
technologically developed materials using craft techniques, or using an industrial process on a material from the past.”

MATERIALS/

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT

Porotex Fabric



Kettal Vieques Right deckchair module
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Product type Deck Chairs

Product family KETTAL VIEQUES

Product Reference #41610-.../41615-...

Kettal Vieques is a collection characterised by the 
combination of an aluminium frame with a new and 
revolutionary three-dimensional fabric, Nido d"Ape, with 
exceptional technical features, created especially for this 
collection and exclusively for Kettal. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Porotex Cushion

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A

Porotex/

Kettalize it! N

Cushion/

Kettalize it! B

Kettalize it! C

Kettalize it! H

Kettalize it! L 
Chenilletex/Laminate

Kettalize it! N



DESIGNER/

Patricia Urquiola
A Spanish architect based in Milan, she stands out for the original designs of objects and furniture that she produces for the 
best and most important international firms. The designer of some of the most emblematic pieces in the current range, she 
created the Maia collection, one of her most characteristic works, for Kettal. AD Architecture Design Award 2008. “The 
piece I identify with most is the Relax armchair. I like finding the most suitable material for each project. Working on 
technologically developed materials using craft techniques, or using an industrial process on a material from the past.”

MATERIALS/

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT

Porotex Fabric



Kettal Vieques Left deckchair module
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Product type Deck Chairs

Product family KETTAL VIEQUES

Product Reference #41620-.../41615-....

Kettal Vieques is a collection characterised by the 
combination of an aluminium frame with a new and 
revolutionary three-dimensional fabric, Nido d"Ape, with 
exceptional technical features, created especially for this 
collection and exclusively for Kettal. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Porotex Cushion



DESIGNER/

Patricia Urquiola
A Spanish architect based in Milan, she stands out for the original designs of objects and furniture that she produces for the 
best and most important international firms. The designer of some of the most emblematic pieces in the current range, she 
created the Maia collection, one of her most characteristic works, for Kettal. AD Architecture Design Award 2008. “The 
piece I identify with most is the Relax armchair. I like finding the most suitable material for each project. Working on 
technologically developed materials using craft techniques, or using an industrial process on a material from the past.”

MATERIALS/

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT

Porotex Fabric


